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Faculty Publications Forthcoming

Chen, Xiao-ping “A multilevel investigation of motivational cultural intelligence, organizational diversity climate, and cultural sales: Evidence from the U.S. real estate firms” with D. Liu and R. Portnoy

Chen, Xiao-ping “Affective trust in Chinese leaders: Linking paternalistic leadership to employee performance” with M. Eberly, T-J Chiang, J.L. Farh and B.S. Cheng

Siegal, Stephan “Nature or Nurture: What determines investor behavior?” with Amir Barnea and Henrik Cronqvist

Faculty Publications 2012

Hernandez, Morela “Toward an understanding of the psychology of stewardship”

Faculty Publications 2011

Chen, Xiao-ping “From autonomy to creativity: A multilevel investigation of the mediating role of harmonious passion” with D. Liu and X. Yao

Chen, Xiao-ping “Cooperative and competitive orientations in China: Scale development and validation” with X.F. Xie and S.Q. Chang

Hernandez, Morela “Who is leading the leader? Follower influence of leader ethicality” with S. B. Sitkin

Hernandez, Morela “The loci and mechanisms of leadership: Exploring a more comprehensive view of leadership theory” with M.B. Eberly, B.J. Avolio and M.D. Johnson

Faculty Publications 2010

Dewenter, Kathryn “Firm Values and Sovereign Wealth Fund investments” with Xi Han and Paul Malatesta

Koski, Jennifer “Short Selling Around Seasoned Equity Offerings” with T. Henry

Faculty Publications 2009

Bigley, Gregory “Effects of cultural diversity on knowledge work via intra-team relationship quality”
Chen, Xiaoping “Trust in paternalistic leaders in China: differentiating affective vs. cognitive trust and their consequences on employee job performance”

Dewenter, Kathryn “Firm value and sovereign wealth fund investments”

Kamara, Avi “Market design and efficiency of a stock market under liquidity stress. Data for Israel”

Kumar, Subodha “Managing effort for agile software development in an IT offshoring project”

Schlosser, Ann “Cross cultural differences in preference for consistency: Implications for persuasion”

Siegel, Stephan “Determinants of financial integration in Europe”


Steensma, Kevin “The influence of innovation and managerial discretion on export intensity: A contingency perspective. Plus two others.”

Tripathi, Arvind “Effect of developer motivations and culture on acceptance of financial rewards in open source software”

**Faculty Publications 2008**

Bigley, Gregory “Effects of Collectivist orientation on identification processes and outcomes”

Chen, Xiaoping “Communication and social interaction style across cultures: Scale development”

Dewenter, Kathryn “Effects of Banks’ equity investments on their financial performances”

Fan, Ming “A study on supply chain outsourcing contracts”

Kumar, Subodha “Optimal assignment of sub-projects of an IT project to different foreign firms”

Schlosser, Ann “Cross-cultural differences in the persuasiveness of online product reviews: The effect of individualism-collectivism on consistency versus consensus effects”

Siegel, Stephan “Value differentials around the world; Nature vs. nurture: What
determines individuals’ investment behavior?"


Steensma, Kevin “The influence of innovation and managerial discretion on export intensity: A contingency perspective; The influence of FDI on human development; Influence of national culture on knowledge transfer in cross-border acquisitions”

Tripathi, Arvind “The Role of developer motivations and culture in accepting financial rewards in open source software”

**Faculty Publications 2007**

Bigley, Gregory “Self-regulatory effects of two major forms of trust across cultural contexts”


Bradford, William “Ownership structure, control chains, and cash dividend policy: Evidence from China“

Chen, Xiaoping “Communication and social interaction patterns across cultures”

Dewenter, Kathryn “Performance effects of banks’ soft-budget constraint”

Fan, Ming “A study on global participation of open source software development”


Hess, Alan “Performance effects of banks’ soft-budget constraint“


Kumar, Subodha “Coordinating client-developer efforts in the projects outsourced to foreign firms”

Sadka, Ronnie “Seasonal predictability in the cross-section of international stock returns”

Schlosser, Ann “Cross-cultural differences in the persuasiveness of online product
reviews: The effect of individualism-collectivism on consistency versus consensus effects

Schmitt, Thomas “Simulating disruptions in supply chains”


Steensma, Kevin “Influence of national culture on knowledge transfer in cross-border acquisitions,” and “The influence of institutional environments on the relationship between diversification and firm performance”

Tan, Yong “An investigation on IT adoption, outsourcing, and productivity in China”


Tripathi, Arvind “Understanding bidding strategies in online auctions”

Zhou, Yong-Pin “The use of service resolution measures in service outsourcing contract”

Faculty Publications 2006


Tripathi, Arvind “An investigation of voluntary monetary contributions to a
for-profit corporation. Donors are from around the world"
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Full list not available; if you seek a specific publication, please contact us.
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**Faculty Publications 2000**


Glassman, Debra and Karen Freeze, "RealNetworks Inc.," University of Washington,
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